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Abstract

We describe a metamodel for access control, designed to take into account the specific
requirements of distributed environments. We see a distributed system consisting of
several sites, each with its own resources to protect, as a federation, and propose a
framework for the specification (and enforcement) of global access control policies that
take into account the local policies specified by each member of the federation. The
framework provides mechanisms to specify heterogeneous local access control policies,
to define policy composition operators, and to use them to define conflict-free access
authorisation decisions. We use a declarative formalism in order to give an operational
semantics to the distributed metamodel. We then show how properties of policies can be
directly obtained from standard results for the operational semantics of access request
evaluation.

Keywords: Security Policies, Distributed Access Control, Operational Semantics,
Rewriting.

1. Introduction

Access control is a fundamental aspect of computer security; it aims at protect-
ing resources from non-authorised users. The generalised use of access control in dis-
tributed computing environments has increased the need for high-level declarative lan-
guages that enable security administrators to specify a wide range of complex policies.
More specifically, distributed environments require dynamic policies that can take into
account changes in the system (for example, time and location-dependent policies, or
more generally, policies that change according to the events that take place in the sys-
tem) or collaborative policies (e.g. policies that take into account the access control
requirements of several sites in the system).

Policy Specifications. Using a formal specification language for defining access control
models and policies is particularly important in distributed contexts, to understand the
impact of changes in the policies and prove properties of policies. Formal theories to
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define and validate security policies (see, for instance, [24]) have used first-order theorem
provers, purpose-built logics, or flow-analysis, but these approaches have limitations (as
discussed for instance in [43]). More recently, rewriting techniques have been fruitfully
exploited in the context of security protocols (see for example [12]), policies controlling
information leakage (see for example [36]), and access control policies (see for exam-
ple [59, 21]). Along these lines, rewriting systems appear to be well adapted for providing
a semantics for distributed access control mechanisms. On one hand, security policies
and protocols can conveniently be specified as sets of rules, which can be formalised as
a rewriting system [2, 36]. On the other hand, rewrite systems provide a multiparadigm
computation model: they have been used as a semantics for logic programming lan-
guages (via unification and narrowing [38]), for functional languages (via matching and
reduction [40, 26, 27]) and they can express imperative and concurrent features (in-place
update [33], or a process calculus [62]).

Rewriting systems present many advantages as a specification tool: they have a well-
studied theory, with a wealth of results that can be applied to the analysis of policies,
and several rewrite-based programming languages are available for fast prototyping (see,
e.g. Maude [28]). Once the policies are defined, they can be integrated into an implemen-
tation, using for instance the weaving techniques described in [31], or they can be used
to guide the implementation of an access control system (in the same way as software
specifications are used).

Rule-based policy specifications have the advantage to be concise and easy to main-
tain for security administrators. Those advantages are in great part due to the high level
of abstraction of the languages used. Rewrite-based languages ensure a clean and unam-
biguous semantics; moreover, the declarative nature of this kind of policy specifications
enhances modularity, which is a crucial aspect when considering distributed security
policies developed independently by different departments or organisations. The possi-
bility to write policies as modular sets of authorisation rules offers administrators more
flexibility and simplicity for specifying and combining access control policies [16].

Access control models. Over the last few years, a variety of access control models and
languages for access control policy specification have been developed, often motivated by
particular applications. We can mention the mandatory access control (MAC) model [14],
the ANSI (hierarchical) role-based access control (H-RBAC) model [57], further ex-
tended with time and location constraints [25], the event-based access control (DEBAC)
model [21], etc. A unifying metamodel for access control, which can be specialised for
domain-specific applications, has been proposed in [8]. This unifying approach has ad-
vantages: for example, by identifying a core set of principles of access control, one can
abstract away many of the complexities that are found in specific access control models;
this, in turn, helps to simplify the task of policy writing. A rewrite-based operational
semantics for this metamodel is given in [19], where the expressive power of the meta-
model is also demonstrated by showing that all of the above mentioned access control
models can be derived as specific instances of the metamodel.

In [20], the same approach was used to define a metamodel of access control for
distributed environments where each component of the system preserves its autonomy.
A key aspect of this approach, following [8], is to focus attention on primitive notions
common to different access control models, such as grouping of entities, methods for
describing their properties and means for specifying privileges and authorisations. Classic
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types of groupings used in access control, like a role, a security clearance, a discrete
measure of trust, etc., are seen in the metamodel as particular instances of a more
general notion of category. For example, as far as access control models based on roles
are concerned, we simply see the user-role(s) relationship as the assignment of users to
their corresponding category(ies). Regarding models based on trust, we consider the
association of a trust measure with a principal as the assignment of the principal to a
category of users that have the same degree of trust according to some authority. This
idea of categorisation applies also to distributed, federative settings. In a system with
dispersed resources, classifications of entities may depend on the site to which the entity
belongs. Moreover, permissions associated to categories of entities may also depend on
the site where the category is defined. Therefore, we may want to use a distributed access
control evaluation method, in addition to the central one proposed in [19], or we may
want to combine the two.

Contributions. In this paper, we give a formal specification of the distributed metamodel
in a rewrite-based language, and focus on the modular properties of the system.

The notion of distributed environment that we consider here is related to the notion of
federation developed in the context of database systems (see for example [46, 32], where a
federated system integrates several databases while preserving their autonomy). We see
a distributed system consisting of several sites, each with its own resources to protect, as
a federation, and focus on access control. We propose a formal framework for modelling
(and enforcing) global access control policies that take into account the local policies
specified and maintained by each member of the federation. In particular we ensure the
coherence of a global access control decision w.r.t. local access control requirements by
specifying in a tunable way how to integrate access authorisations resulting from the local
policies. In this framework, distributed access control policies can be easily specified and
manipulated, by means of local policy specification mechanisms and definitions of policy
composition operators.

Following [20], we first axiomatise a distributed access control metamodel, then give a
rewrite-based operational semantics for this metamodel using the techniques introduced
in [18], which allow us to deal in a uniform way with distributed systems where different
access control policies are maintained locally. We demonstrate the expressive power of
the distributed metamodel by showing how a distributed, dynamic, event-based access
control model (the Distributed DEBAC model [18]) can be defined as an instance of the
metamodel. We also show examples of distributed access control policy specifications,
where a policy for a distributed federation is defined as a combination of individual
policies.

This declarative approach permits properties of access control policies to be proved in
a modular way. In particular, we are interested in consistency and totality properties of
policies. These properties guarantee that access requests will be treated as expected. A
consistent access control policy specifies at most one answer for each access request (i.e.,
an access request cannot be both granted and denied). Totality guarantees that every
access request will be given an answer. We show how consistency and totality properties
of access control policies can be derived from standard properties of the rewrite framework
we use.

Summarising, the main contributions of this paper are:
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• a declarative, rewrite-based specification of a distributed, category-based access
control metamodel, where distributed systems are seen as federations in which
each component preserves its autonomy;

• a technique to define combinations of policies, by defining general policy-combining
operators;

• a formal operational semantics for access request evaluation in centralised as well
as in distributed contexts where information is shared, including mechanisms for
the resolution of conflicts between local and global policies;

• a technique to prove totality and consistency of access control policies, based on
termination and confluence properties of the underlying term rewriting system.

This paper is based on preliminary work on rewrite-based specifications for the
category-based metamodel presented in [19, 20], and extends this previous work by
providing new applications and new techniques for the analysis of policies obtained as
instances of the metamodel.

Overview of the paper. In Section 2, we recall basic notions in rewriting and describe
the main features of the access control metamodel. In Section 3, we define the extension
of the metamodel for distributed environments. In Section 4 we specify the operational
semantics of the distributed metamodel as a rewriting system and discuss access request
evaluation methods. In Section 5, we show how a variety of operators can be included
in the metamodel for combining access request answers issued locally by members of
the federation, in order to obtain a final authorisation or denial of access. We describe
techniques for proving properties of access control policies in Section 6. Finally, we
extend the specification language with higher-order features in Section 7, to define in
a concise way more involved policy combination mechanisms, and we give in Section 8
techniques to prove properties of policies defined using higher-order rules. In Section 9,
we discuss related work and in Section 10 we conclude and suggest further work.

2. Preliminaries

We recall the main notions of rewriting that we will need in the rest of the paper,
as well as the main features of the category-based access control metamodel. We refer
the reader to [7, 3, 8] for additional information on λ-calculus, rewrite systems and the
category-based metamodel, respectively.

2.1. Rewriting

Below we define a combination of λ-calculus and term rewriting; these systems are
extensions of Curryfied Term Rewriting Systems (CTRS) [4], also called algebraic λ-
calculi.

Definition 2.1 (Signatures and terms). A signature F is a finite set of function
symbols together with their (fixed) arities. The set Fλ is obtained from F by adding
a special binary operator Ap, called application. X denotes an infinite, countable set of
variables x1, x2, . . .. The set Tλ(F ,X ) of terms is defined inductively as follows:
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1. X ⊆ Tλ(F ,X ).
2. If f ∈ Fλ is an n-ary symbol (n ≥ 0), and t1, . . . , tn ∈ Tλ(F ,X ), then f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈
Tλ(F ,X ). In particular, Ap(t1, t2) ∈ Tλ(F ,X ) if t1, t2 ∈ Tλ(F ,X ); it is called an
application term.

3. If t ∈ Tλ(F ,X ), and x ∈ X , then λx.t ∈ Tλ(F ,X ) and it is called a λ-abstraction
(or simply abstraction).

In λx.t, λ is a binder: all occurrences of x in t are bound. Terms are defined modulo
α-equivalence; i.e., modulo renamings of bound variables.

If an occurrence of a variable in a term t is not bound, then it is free. The set of free
variables of t (i.e., variables that have free occurrences in t) is denoted by FV(t). We
say that a term t is linear if each variable has at most one free occurrence in t.

We distinguish the following classes of terms:

• A λ-term is a term not containing function symbols in F .

• An algebraic term (or first-order term) is a term containing neither λ nor Ap.

• An applicative term is a term that does not contain λ-abstractions.

Although terms are defined modulo α-equivalence, a representative of a term can be
seen as a finite labelled tree, with variables and 0-ary function symbols at the leaves and
internal nodes labelled by symbols in Fλ or by λx, for some x. We write t̂ to denote a tree
representing the term t. Positions are strings of positive integers. We use ε to denote the
empty string, corresponding to the root position; string concatenation is denoted simply
by juxtaposition: if p is a string denoting a position in the tree representation of a term,
then pq denotes the position q in the subtree at position p. The subterm of t̂ at position
p is denoted by t̂|p and the result of replacing t̂|p with û at position p is denoted by t̂[û]p.
Note that for different representatives of t we may have different terms at position p, in
particular when the node at position p is a bound variable. We write simply t|p, t[u]p
when the choice of the representative is not important.

Substitutions are written {x1 7→ t1, . . . , xn 7→ tn} where each ti is a term, and it
is assumed to be different from the variable xi. We use Greek letters for substitutions
and postfix notation for their application. To apply a substitution to a term, we use the
standard capture-avoiding mechanism.

Definition 2.2 (TRSλ). A rewrite rule is a pair l→ r of terms in Tλ(F ,X ), such that
l 6∈ X , l is an algebraic term, and FV(r) ⊆ FV(l).

The β-rule is defined by the scheme: Ap(λx.t, u)→β t{x 7→ u}
An extended term rewrite system (or algebraic λ-calculus), abbreviated TRSλ, is a

set of rewrite rules together with the β-rule.

Definition 2.3 (Reduction). A term t rewrites to u at position p with a rewrite rule
l→ r and substitution σ, written t→l→r

p u or simply t→ u, if t|p = lσ and u = t[rσ]p.
Likewise, for any t, s, u, t[Ap(λx.s, u)]p → t[s{x 7→ u}]p using the β-rule.
The one-step reduction relation associated to a TRSλ, denoted by →, is the union

of the relations generated by its rewrite rules and the β-rule. The (multi-step) reduction
relation →∗ is the reflexive-transitive closure of →.

If there is u such that t→ u we say that t is reducible. Irreducible terms are said to
be in normal form.
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Since variables in a TRSλ can be substituted by λ-expressions, we obtain the usual
functional programming paradigm, extended with rewrite rules. Below, to simplify the
notation, we use the standard λ-calculus conventions (the symbol Ap will be omitted).

Definition 2.4 (Constructor). We say that a rule f(t1, . . . , tn) → r defines f. If a
function symbol is not defined, it is a constructor.

Constructor terms are terms built out of variables and constructors.
A constructor system is a rewrite system in which the left-hand sides of all the rewrite

rules have the form f(t1, . . . , tn) where t1, . . . , tn are constructor terms.

For instance, in the following example the rules form a constructor system: nil, cons, s, z,
true, false are constructors, append, and, ifthenelse are defined functions.

Example 2.5. (Algebraic terms) Consider a signature for lists of natural numbers, with
function symbols z of arity 0 and s of arity 1 to build numbers and nil of arity 0, cons of ar-
ity 2 to build lists. The list containing the numbers 0 and 1 is written cons(z, cons(s(z), nil)),
or simply [z, s(z)] for short. We can define list concatenation with the following rewrite
rules:

append(nil, l) → l
append(cons(x, l), l′) → cons(x, append(l, l′))

Then we have a reduction sequence:

append(cons(z, nil), cons(s(z), nil))→∗ cons(z, cons(s(z), nil))

Boolean operators, such as disjunction, conjunction, and a conditional, can be speci-
fied using a signature that includes the constants true and false. For example, conjunction
is defined by the rules

and(true, x)→ x and(false, x)→ false.
The notation t1 and . . . and tn is syntactic sugar for and(. . . and(and(t1, t2), t3) . . .),

and if b then s else t is syntactic sugar for ifthenelse(b, s, t), such that:

ifthenelse(true, x, y)→ x ifthenelse(false, x, y)→ y

For example, we can define the membership operator “∈” as follows:

∈(x, nil) → false
∈(x, cons(h, l)) → if equal(x, h) then true else ∈(x, l)

where we assume equal is a syntactic equality test defined by standard rewrite rules on
algebraic constructor terms (e.g., equal(z, z)→ true, equal(z, s(x))→ false, etc.). We will
often write ∈ as an infix operator.

Example 2.6. (Extended TRS) We can define the function map (which applies a func-
tion “f” given as argument to each element of a list) as follows:

map(f, nil) → nil
map(f, cons(y, l)) → cons(f y,map(f, l))
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We say that two terms are syntactically unifiable if there is some substitution that
makes them equal. Such a substitution is called a unifier. A most general unifier (mgu)
is a unifier that will yield instances in the most general form; see, for instance, [52] for a
description of an efficient unification algorithm.

Let l → r and s → t be two rules (renamed if necessary so that there is no common
variable), p the position of a non-variable subterm of s, and µ a most general unifier of
s|p and l. Then (tµ, sµ[rµ]p) is a critical pair [3] formed from those rules. Intuitively,
the existence of a critical pair implies that there is a superposition between the left-
hand sides l and s of the two considered rewrite rules, i.e., the rules overlap. We use
syntactic unification to compute critical pairs, since the left-hand sides of rules do not
contain binders. Note that s → t may be a renamed version of l → r. In this case a
superposition at the root position is not considered a critical pair.

The notion of critical pair is useful for defining some properties of rewriting systems
that will be developed in Sections 6 and 8.

Definition 2.7 (Properties of rewriting systems). A TRSλ R is

• non-overlapping if there are no critical pairs;

• left-linear if all left-hand sides of rules in R are linear;

• orthogonal if R is left-linear and non-overlapping;

• confluent if for all terms t, u, v: t →∗ u and t →∗ v implies u →∗ s and v →∗ s,
for some s;

• terminating (or strongly normalising) if all reduction sequences are finite;

• non-duplicating if for all rule l → r ∈ R and variable x ∈ V(l), the number of free
occurrences of x in r is less than or equal to the number of occurrences of x in l.

Orthogonal systems are confluent, as shown by Klop [47]. For example, the rewrite
system in Example 2.5 is left-linear and non-overlapping (therefore orthogonal), confluent
and terminating.

To specify distributed access control policies, we will follow the approach of [21],
where distributed term rewriting systems (DTRSs) are introduced. In DTRSs, rules are
partitioned into modules, each associated with an identifier, and defined function symbols
are annotated with such identifiers. We associate modules to sites. For example, we may
write fν to refer to the definition of the function symbol f in the site ν, where ν is a site
identifier. The rules defining f may be distributed across several sites. We assume that
each module has a unique identifier; all the functions defined in a module are annotated
with the same identifier. If a symbol is used in a rule at site ν without a site annotation,
we assume the function is defined locally in the site ν.

To illustrate the use of annotations on function symbols, we consider a bank scenario,
where clients make deposits and withdrawals that change the average balance of their
accounts. We define classes of clients using rules such as:

class(u)→ if averagebalanceν(account(u)) > 10000
then gold-client else normal-client
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assuming there are rules to compute account(u) (i.e., u’s bank account number) and the
average balance of a user’s account. The average balance of u’s account is computed at
site ν, but u’s account number is computed locally.

For more details on Distributed Term Rewriting Systems, we refer the reader to [21].

2.2. Category-Based Metamodel

We briefly describe below the key concepts underlying the category-based metamodel
of access control, henceforth denoted by M. We refer the reader to [8] for a detailed
description.

Informally, a category is any of several distinct classes or groups to which entities
may be assigned. Entities are denoted uniquely by constants in a many sorted domain
of discourse, including:

• A countable set C of categories, denoted c0, c1, . . .

• A countable set P of principals, denoted p0, p1, . . .

• A countable set A of named actions, denoted a0, a1, . . .

• A countable set R of resource identifiers, denoted r0, r1, . . .

• A finite set Auth of possible answers to access requests.

• A countable set S of situational identifiers.

We do not deal with authentication in this paper; we assume that principals that
request access to resources are pre-authenticated. This does not mean that we assume
any specific behaviour of the authentication program (any user could be allowed to log
in). Indeed, the category-based model does not rely on principals being registered (for
example, a default category could be defined for “unknown” principals).

Situational identifiers are used to denote contextual or environmental information
e.g., locations, times, system states, etc. The precise set S of situational identifiers that
is admitted is application specific.

An important element in access control models is the request-response component. In
the metamodel, the answer to a request may be one of a series of constants. For instance,
the set Auth might include {grant, deny, grant-if-obligation-is-satisfied, undetermined}.

In addition to the different types of entities mentioned above, the metamodel includes
the following relations that are of primary importance for the specification of access
control policies:

• Principal-category assignment: PCA ⊆ P×C, such that (p, c) ∈ PCA iff a principal
p ∈ P is assigned to the category c ∈ C.

• Permissions: ARCA ⊆ A×R×C, such that (a, r, c) ∈ ARCA iff the action a ∈ A
on resource r ∈ R can be performed by principals assigned to the category c ∈ C.

• Authorisations: PAR ⊆ P×A×R, such that (p, a, r) ∈ PAR iff a principal p ∈ P
can perform the action a ∈ A on the resource r ∈ R.

Thus, PAR defines the set of authorisations that hold according to an access control
policy that specifies PCA and ARCA.
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Definition 2.8 (Axioms). The relation PAR satisfies the following core axiom, where
we assume that there exists a reflexive-transitive relationship ⊆ between categories; this
can simply be equality, set inclusion (the set of principals assigned to c ∈ C is a subset
of the set of principals assigned to c′ ∈ C), or an application specific relation defining a
hierarchy of categories may be used. If c ⊆ c′ we say that c is above c′, and c′ is below c;
for example manager ⊆ employee.

(a1) ∀p ∈ P, ∀a ∈ A, ∀r ∈ R,
(∃c ∈ C,∃c′ ∈ C, (p, c) ∈ PCA ∧ c ⊆ c′ ∧ (a, r, c′) ∈ ARCA)⇔ (p, a, r) ∈ PAR

The category-based metamodel of access control is based on the core axiom (a1)
for PAR given in Def. 2.8. Operationally, this axiom can be realised through a set of
function definitions [19], as described below.

Definition 2.9. The information contained in the relations PCA and ARCA is modelled
by the functions pca and arca, respectively, where pca returns the list of categories assigned
to a principal, e.g. pca(p) → [c], and arca returns a list of permissions assigned to a
category, e.g. arca(c)→ [(a1, r1), . . . , (an, rn)].

The rewrite-based specification of the axiom (a1) in Def. 2.8 is given by the rewrite
rule:

(a2) par(p, a, r) → if (a, r) ∈ arca∗(below(pca(p))) then grant else deny

As the function name suggests, below computes the set of categories that are below (w.r.t.
the hierarchy defined by the ⊆ relation) any of the categories given in the list pca(P ). For
example, for a given category c, this could be achieved by using a rewrite rule below([c])→
[c, c1, . . . , cn]. The function ∈ is a membership operator on lists (see Section 2), grant
and deny are answers, and arca∗ generalises the function arca to take into account lists
of categories:

arca∗(nil)→ nil arca∗(cons(c, l))→ append(arca(c), arca∗(l))

For optimisation purposes, one can compose the standard list concatenation operator
append with a function removing the duplicate elements in the list.

An access request by a principal p to perform the action a on the resource r can then
be evaluated simply by rewriting the term par(p, a, r) to normal form.

Note that (a1), and its algebraic version (a2), state that a request by a principal p
to perform the action a on a resource r is authorised only if p belongs to a category
c such that for some category below c (e.g., c itself) the action a is authorised on r,
otherwise the request is denied. Other alternatives (e.g., the possibility of considering
undeterminate as answer if there is not enough information to grant the request, which
is quite natural when composing policies both in centralised and in distributed systems),
will be discussed in the next section.

A range of access control models can be represented as specialised instances of this
metamodel: see [19] for the specifications of traditional access control models, such as
RBAC, DAC and MAC (including the well-known Bell-LaPadula model), as well as the
event-based model DEBAC and a Chinese Wall policy. RBAC, DAC and MAC are useful
in centralised and mainly static environments. Event-based models such as DEBAC are
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more appropriate for dynamic environments where the rights of users depend on the
current state of the system and the events that have taken place.

Distributed-DEBAC, introduced in [18], is an extension of DEBAC for distributed
systems, where resources may be located at various sites and access control policies may
depend on events that take place at the site where the resource is located, or at the site
where the user is located, or both. In many distributed systems a global access control
policy is defined as a combination of local policies, and includes a mechanism to resolve
the conflicts that may arise between different local policies. In contrast, the category-
based metamodel defined in this section does not take these issues into account: all the
relations defined are monolithic, and the axioms defining authorisations are valid in the
whole system. In the next section we extend and refine the metamodel in order to deal
in a uniform way with access control policies for distributed systems.

3. A Distributed Category-Based Metamodel

We consider the same sets of entities as in M. The set of situational identifiers
will include identifiers for sites (or locations) which will be associated to resources or
policies. For simplicity we will assume that S is just the set of locations that compose
the distributed system. In other words, each s ∈ S identifies one of the components of
the distributed system, seen as a federation. The sets P, C,A,R include, respectively,
the principals, categories, actions and resources in any of the sites of the system.

In addition to principal-category assignments, permissions, and authorisations (mod-
elled by the relations PCA, ARCA and PAR; see Section 2.2), we define a notion of
forbidden operation (or banned action) on resources, modelled by the relation BARCA,
and a notion of non-authorised access, modelled by the relation BAR:

• Banned actions on resources: BARCA ⊆ A×R× C, such that (a, r, c) ∈ BARCA
iff the action a ∈ A on resource r ∈ R is forbidden for principals assigned to the
category c ∈ C.

• Banned access: BAR ⊆ P × A ×R, such that (p, a, r) ∈ BAR iff performing the
action a ∈ A on the resource r ∈ R is forbidden for the principal p ∈ P.

Additionally, a relation UNDET could be defined if PAR and BAR are not complete,
i.e., if there are access requests that are neither authorised nor denied (thus producing
an undeterminate answer). These notions are essential for integrating partially specified
policies, i.e. policies that may be “not applicable” to requests on resources that are
out of their jurisdiction, whether in a centralised or distributed access control system.
Moreover, to take into account the fact that the system may be composed of several
sites, with different policies in place at each site, we consider families of relations PCAs,
ARCAs, BARCAs, BARs, UNDET s and PARs indexed by site identifiers. Intuitively,
PARs (resp. BARs) denotes the authorisations (resp. prohibitions) that are valid in the
site s. The relation PAR defining the global authorisation policy will be obtained by
composing the local policies defined by the relations PARs and BARs as indicated below.
For instance, PAR could be defined as a union, but more sophisticated combinations are
possible, in particular if policies in different sites may contain conflicting information.

The axioms for the distributed metamodel are given below; they can be seen as an
extension of the axioms that define M (see Definition 2.8). For simplicity, we assume
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that the sets P, C,A,R are globally known in the federation. An alternative would be
to define sets Ps, Cs, As, Rs for each site; for instance, one could define them to be the
sets of principals (resp., categories, actions, resources) that participate in the relations
PCAs, ARCAs, BARCAs.

Definition 3.1 (Distributed Axioms). In a distributed environment, the category-
based metamodel is defined by the following core axiom where we assume that there exists
a reflexive-transitive relationship ⊆ between categories; this can simply be equality, set
inclusion (i.e., the set of principals assigned to c ∈ C is a subset of the set of principals
assigned to c′ ∈ C), or an application specific relation may be used.

(b1) ∀p ∈ P, ∀a ∈ A, ∀r ∈ R, ∀s ∈ S
((∃c ∈ C,∃c′ ∈ C, (p, c) ∈ PCAs ∧ c ⊆ c′ ∧ (a, r, c′) ∈ ARCAs)⇔

(p, a, r) ∈ PARs)

If the relation BARCA is admitted in a site s, then the following axioms should be
included:

(c1) ∀p ∈ P, ∀a ∈ A, ∀r ∈ R, ∀s ∈ S
((∃c ∈ C,∃c′ ∈ C, (p, c) ∈ PCAs ∧ c′ ⊆ c ∧ (a, r, c′) ∈ BARCAs)⇔

(p, a, r) ∈ BARs)
(d1) ∀p ∈ P, ∀a ∈ A, ∀r ∈ R, ∀s ∈ S

((p, a, r) 6∈ PARs ∧ (p, a, r) 6∈ BARs)⇔ (p, a, r) ∈ UNDET s
(e1) ∀s ∈ S, PARs ∩ BARs = ∅

Notice that access rights are inherited upwards through the hierarchy defined by the ⊆
relation, while prohibitions are propagated downwards to the basis of the hierarchy.

Finally, the axioms below describe the global authorisation relation, which is obtained
from the local authorisations and prohibitions defined at each site, by using operators
OPpar and OPbar.

(f1) ∀p ∈ P, ∀a ∈ A, ∀r ∈ R,
(p, a, r) ∈ OPpar({PARs,BARs | s ∈ S})⇔ (p, a, r) ∈ PAR

(g1) ∀p ∈ P, ∀a ∈ A, ∀r ∈ R,
(p, a, r) ∈ OPbar({PARs,BARs | s ∈ S})⇔ (p, a, r) ∈ BAR

(h1) PAR ∩ BAR = ∅

According to these axioms, the result of an access request may be different depending
on the site where the request is evaluated, since each site has its own authorisation policy
defined by the local relations PARs and BARs (see axioms (b1) and (c1)). The relation
UNDET s ⊆ P×A×R is such that (p, a, r) ∈ UNDET s iff the action a ∈ A on resource
r ∈ R is neither allowed nor forbidden for the principal p ∈ P at site s ∈ S (see axiom
(d1)); this implies that every tuple in P ×A×R is in PARs ∪ BARs ∪ UNDET s. The
axioms (e1) and (h1) preclude inconsistent specifications (i.e., a request cannot be both
authorised and forbidden).

The final authorisation is computed by specialising the definition of the operators
OPpar and OPbar, according to the application requirements (axioms (f1) and (g1)).
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These operators take as parameter a set of local answers and combine them in order
to produce a final access decision. They can give priority to positive authorisations, or
to undeterminate (or negative) ones in case of conflict. While most of existing policy
languages (e.g. XACML) have a fixed set of combination algorithms, our metamodel can
be used to specify a large range of composition operators; we give examples below.

Example 3.2. Consider a system with two sites s, t ∈ S, where we define OPbar =
(BARs ∪ BARt) and OPpar = ((PARs/BARt) ∪ (PARt/BARs)). This corresponds
to a union operator giving priority to deny, according to the “deny takes precedence
principle” [45] (i.e. access is denied if it is denied by any of the component policies).

An alternative would be to use the precedence operator defined e.g. in [23]. If the
information available in a site s is not sufficient to grant a principal the right to access
a certain resource, but does not ban the access either (i.e., the outcome of the request
evaluation cannot be determined at s), then the access request may need to be processed
in another site of the system. We can model this kind of policy definition with the
axioms above using the operator OPpar = (PARs ∪ (PARt/BARs)) and OPbar =
(BARs ∪ (BARt/PARs)).

The distributed metamodel refines and extends M as defined in Section 2.2 because
different access control policies (possibly using different access control models) may be
defined at different sites, and access requests can be evaluated using any combination
of local access control policy as well as a global, centrally defined policy. For instance,
if the system has a central policy at site ς, then we can define OPpar = PARς and
OPbar = BARς .

4. Operational Semantics of the Distributed Metamodel

An important aspect of the distributed metamodel is the capability of representing
systems where resources may be dispersed across different sites, and the information
needed to decide whether a user request is granted or denied may also be distributed.
The operational semantics of the distributed model will be defined by extending the
functions presented in Definition 2.9 and in addition a new function barca, corresponding
to the relation BARCA in Section 3, will be introduced to represent explicitly forbidden
actions on resources. Specific functions defined in a particular site are denoted using
the site identifier, as described in Section 2.1. We recall that functions with no site
annotations are assumed to be defined locally.

4.1. Rewrite-Based Specification

The function barcas returns the list of prohibitions assigned to a category in a site s:
barcas(c)→∗ [(a1, r1), . . . , (an, rn)].

If for a given category c, the pair (a, r) is neither in arcas(c) nor in barcas(c), then such
access privilege is undefined. This permits a finer-grained evaluation of access requests:
the constant undeterminate is a possible answer, at the same level as grant and deny. The
rewrite-based specification of the extended axioms of Section 3 follows.

Definition 4.1. In a distributed environment, the rewrite-based specification of the ax-
iom (b1) in Def. 3.1 is given by the rewrite rule:

(b2) pars(p, a, r) → if (a, r) ∈ arca∗s(below(pcas(p))) then grant else deny
12



where the function ∈ is a membership operator on lists (see Section 2), grant and deny
are answers, and arca∗s is the function defining the assignment of privileges to categories,
as in the previous section.

If we consider the extended axioms (c1), (d1) in Def. 3.1, which involve a BARCA
relation, the function pars is defined as:

(c2, d2) pars(p, a, r) → if (a, r) ∈ arca∗s(below(pcas(p))) then grant
else if (a, r) ∈ barca∗s(above(pcas(p))) then deny

else undeterminate

where barca∗s generalises the previously mentioned function barcas to take into account
lists of categories instead of a single category:

barca∗(nil)→ nil barca∗(cons(c, l))→ append(barca(c), barca∗(l))

Intuitively, this means that if c′ is below c, than c inherits all the privileges of c′, while if
c′ is above c than c inherits all the prohibitions of c′. As already mentioned, the autho-
risation and prohibition sets should satisfy axiom (e1), that is, arca∗s(below(pcas(p))) ∩
barca∗s(above(pcas(p))) = ∅, but note that even if axiom (e1) is not satisfied, the opera-
tional semantics defined for par above is consistent: it gives priority to authorisations.

The axioms (f1) and (g1) are realised by the following rewrite rule (implementing
OPpar and OPbar through the use of pars; see rule (c2, d2):

(f2, g2) authorised(p, a, r, s1, . . . , sn) → fauth(op, pars1(p, a, r), . . . , parsn(p, a, r))

where the function fauth combines the results into a final answer according to the operator
op.

The axioms (f1) and (g1) can be implemented in several ways. The version chosen
in the definition above corresponds to a very general rewrite rule that can be used for
evaluating an access request in a single central site, if n = 1 and the operator op is the
identity, as well as for evaluating combinations of answers (with a suitable operator op)
from n different local policies. An alternative can be to specify an authorised rewrite rule
for any specific combination operator. For example, if we consider two sites s1 and s2,
for the precedence operator previously mentioned, we may have

authorised(p, a, r, s1, s2) → if pars1(p, a, r) = grant or pars1(p, a, r) = deny
then pars1(p, a, r) else pars2(p, a, r)

In this case priority is given to local evaluation in site s1, evaluation in site s2 being
executed only when the local policy in s1 is not able to give as answer grant or deny.
However, when dealing with policy combinations, it is unlikely to find a unique evaluation
strategy that works for every possible scenario. A suitable policy integration mechanism
depends on the requirements of the application and the involved parties. Distributed
evaluation of access requests and combination of authorisation answers is further dis-
cussed in the next section. An overview of the rules modelling the distributed version of
M is given in Table 1.
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Pars par(p, a, r) → if (a, r)∈ arca∗(below(pca(p))) then grant
else if (a, r)∈ barca∗(above(pca(p))) then deny

else undeterminate
Arca∗ arca∗(cons(c, l)) → append(arca(c), arca∗(l))
Arca∗ arca∗(nil) → nil
Barca∗ barca∗(cons(c, l)) → append(barca(c), barca∗(l))
Barca∗ barca∗(nil) → nil

Pca pca(p) → [c1, . . . , ck] (for each principal p)

Arca arca(c) → [(a1, r1), . . . , (ak, rk)] (for each category c)

Barca barca(c) → [(al, rl), . . . , (at, rt)] (for each category c)

Above above([c]) → [c, c1, . . . , cn] (for each category c)

Below below([c]) → [c, c′1, . . . , c
′
m] (for each category c)

Aut authorised(p, a, r, s1, . . . , sn)→ fauth(op, pars1(p, a, r), . . . , parsn(p, a, r))

Fauth fauth(op, answ1, . . . , answn) → answ0 (where answi ∈ Auth)

Table 1: Rewrite Specification of the Distributed Metamodel: Generic Functions, Specific Functions,
and Combination Rules

4.2. Evaluating access requests

The novelty of the distributed metamodel lies in the fact that different local policies,
possibly based on different access control models, can be defined and combined in this
framework in a smooth and uniform manner.

Evaluation initially takes place in the site where the request is issued, using the local
function authorised (see rule Aut in Table 1). The local rule Aut specifies a number of
sites si, i = 1 . . . n, where the request may be passed and evaluated by the corresponding
function parsi . For defining the sites of the evaluation, we may use functions like e.g.
psite(p), which returns the site where the principal p is registered, or rsite(r) which returns
the site where the resource r is located. In this way, access requests can be evaluated in
a predefined central site, or priority can be given to local evaluation, or more elaborated
combinations of access answers can be implemented.

In order to specify a particular policy at a site s, e.g. RBAC, MAC or DEBAC, it
is sufficient to specialise locally the functions arcas, barcas, pcas, aboves, belows. Their
definition in Table 1 can be adapted to the application we want to consider. Thus, for
example, to express a hierarchical RBAC policy at site s, the function arcas will return the
permissions associated to each defined role and belows will return the roles inferior to a
given role, according to the hierarchy specified in the model (see [19] for more application
examples). In the distributed metamodel, the request can be passed to other sites (with
possibly different local policies) and evaluated in a distributed way. The generic rule
(Aut), implementing the axioms of Section 3, is then used to integrate the different
local access request answers to provide a final authorisation decision. More precisely,
the distributed answers are collected and combined by using specific rules (Fauth), for
a suitable operator op. We can specialise the combination rules (Aut, Fauth) using a
variety of algebraic operators, as explained in the next section.
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5. Integrating combination operators in the distributed metamodel

In the distributed metamodel we can combine evaluations from different sources in
a flexible way by refining the definition of the fauth function (rule Fauth). Standard
operators to compose policies, such as Intersection, Subtraction and Union can be easily
defined in the metamodel, as we will show below. Further operators will be introduced in
Section 7. We briefly give next some intuition on the semantics of the above operators,
applied to sets of authorisation answers.

• Using the Intersection operator (I), access is authorised (denied) if it is allowed
(denied) by each of the component policies.

• Using the Subtraction operator (−), access is authorised (denied) if it is allowed
(denied) by the first policy, but not by the second one.

• Finally, using the Union operator (U) an access can be authorised if it is allowed
by any of the component policies. Since we have explicit definition of prohibitions
as well as authorisations, conflicts may arise. We consider three union operators,
depending on the conflict-resolution method used: UG (i.e. access can be authorised
if it is allowed by any of the component policies), UD (i.e. access is denied if it is
denied by any of the component policies) and UU (giving as answer undeterminate
in case of conflicting information).

For example, consider a principal in an international organisation belonging to the
U.K. division and asking for access to the French division. The access request will be
evaluated in the U.K. site, where the principal is registered, and also in the French site
(the two sites may have different policies). Access will be permitted if the policies in
both sites return a grant answer (denied if at least one policy denies the access). This
corresponds to the definition of the UD operator, which can be modelled by the following
fauth function:

fauth(UD, deny, x) → deny
fauth(UD, x, deny) → deny
fauth(UD, undeterminate, undeterminate) → undeterminate
fauth(UD, grant, grant) → grant
fauth(UD, undeterminate, grant) → undeterminate
fauth(UD, grant, undeterminate) → undeterminate

Following the same idea, the rewrite system can be adapted to the other mentioned
operators. For instance, the UG operator can be obtained by exchanging deny and grant
in the previous (Fauth) rule specification. A precedence operator (giving priority to the
result in the first site of the evaluation) may be defined as

fauth(Lp, grant, x) → grant
fauth(Lp, deny, x) → deny
fauth(Lp, undeterminate, x) → x

For the sake of readability, the above rules have been presented using binary operators,
but the generalisation to the combination of any number n > 0 of policies can be easily
obtained. Moreover, in the same style, the combination algorithms of XACML policy
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language [55, 51], such as Permit-overrides, Deny-overrides, First-applicable, Only-one-
applicable can be specified in our framework using recursive rules (for a complete specifi-
cation see [16]). One can note that in the setting of a three-valued policy (as we consider
here) the XACML Undeterminate and NotApplicable results are treated in an equivalent
way. We can easily obtain a four-valued policy by enlarging the set of answers Auth and
by modifying the definition of the specific (Fauth) rule accordingly.

To facilitate the declarative definition of more sophisticated operators, it is useful
to add higher-order features to the specification language. In Section 7 we describe a
higher-order extension of the language along the lines of [16], in order to include policy
combination operators such as override, closure and scope restriction (as defined e.g.
in [23, 61]) and further policy combination expressions including such operators.

To illustrate the expressive power of the framework, we give below the specification
of a Distributed-DEBAC policy [18] using the presented metamodel.

Example 5.1 (Distributed-DEBAC: bank scenario).
In Distributed-DEBAC, the users’ rights of access vary depending on the history of events
that have taken place in the system. Moreover, in this access control model operators may
refer to sites explicitly through site identifiers, or use an implicit reference that will be
solved dynamically and by autonomous means (for this feature see Example 7.2). This
feature is useful in distributed systems where the configuration (i.e., the set of sites) is
not static. Access to resources is defined as follows:

A user u is permitted to perform an action a on a resource r located at site
s iff u is assigned (locally or centrally), using the (local or central) events
history h, to a category c to which the permission to do the action a on r has
been assigned.

It is sufficient using our distributed metamodel to specify locally in every site s of the
system a DEBAC policy, using the appropriate rewrite rules for computing the category of
a principal p. Then, the par rule will evaluate the access request according to the category
permissions specified by the function arca. The local and the central evaluation are finally
combined by the authorised function, which will give the final access authorisation result.

We give a concrete example, adapted from the bank scenario described in [18].
Consider a bank where clients can perform actions such as deposits and withdrawals

on their accounts, requests of loans, and so on. The bank has several sites, say a central
bank site ς and several local branches. The bank’s access control policy gives priority
to local DEBAC branch policies and transfers evaluation to the central site only if the
request cannot be treated locally. Assume that a principal p asks for a loan at his branch
and that, according to the policy specification, only a Loyal-Client can get a loan. In our
metamodel, this scenario corresponds to the use of the operator Lp (defined above) for
the combination of the DEBAC policies.

authorised(p,GetLoan,Bank, psite(p), ς)→
fauth(Lp, parpsite(p)(p,GetLoan,Bank), parς(p,GetLoan,Bank))

Assuming psite(p) → π, the function parπ calls the local function pcaπ to compute the
category associated to principal p. Suppose that local evaluation returns as result unde-
terminate (e.g., in site π, p is associated to a category Client to which a loan request is
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neither permitted nor prohibited):

parpsite(p)(p,GetLoan,Bank)→∗ undeterminate

We analyse now the request in the central site ς. The DEBAC policy defined in ς computes
the category of a principal according to a history of events hς , as shown below. In such
history, among others, we may have events affecting the privileges of the principal, such
as the buying of an insurance, which may turn him into a loyal client:

pca(p)→ categ(p, h)
categ(p, nil)→ [Client]
categ(p, cons(event(e, p, buyInsurance, t), h))→
if averagebalance(account(p)) > 10000 and notBlacklistedµ(p, today)
then [Loyal-Client] else [Client]

where we use a Boolean function notBlacklisted defined in an external site µ. All the
other functions are local.

So, supposing we have pcaς(p)→ [Loyal-Client] according to the central DEBAC policy,
since we assume arcaς(Loyal-Client)→ [(GetLoan,Bank)] we have

parς(p,GetLoan,Bank))→∗ grant

and thus there is a reduction

authorised(p,GetLoan,Bank, psite(p), ς)→∗ fauth(Lp, undeterminate, grant)→ grant

The next example illustrates the definition of a combination of RBAC policies in a
distributed organisation, as an instance of the metamodel.

Example 5.2. (Shared agenda)
Consider a principal working in an organisation consisting of the “ordering” and the
“delivery” departments where employees share an electronic agenda a. Suppose each
department in this organisation adopts an RBAC policy for the employees. Consider
the request of editing a section as of the agenda by the principal p. In order to access
the agenda, p has to be an employee of the organisation (registered in any of the two
departments). In the metamodel, we will use a union operator giving priority to grant
UG (see Section 4.2) to meet the requirements of this distributed scenario.

At the local level, we have an RBAC policy implemented in the site corresponding
to the ordering department, say π1, and another RBAC policy implemented in the site
corresponding to the delivering department, say π2. If principal p works in the delivering
department, the policy in π2 provides rules such as

pcaπ2
(p)→ [employee]

arcaπ2(employee)→ [(read, order), (execute, delivery), (write, as), (read, as)]
barcaπ2(employee)→ [(modify, order), (cancel, delivery)]

On the other hand, our principal p is not registered in site π1. We suppose this is
translated at the policy level as the assignment of p to the default category unknown in
π1, which has no associated privileges nor prohibitions.
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The request evaluation starts by calling the authorised function local to the site where
the request is issued. Evaluation is then passed to the departmental sites π1 and π2.

authorised(p,write, as, π1, π2))→∗ fauth(UG, parπ1
(p,write, as), parπ2

(p,write, as))

We consider first the evaluation of the request in the site π1. In this case, we have
parπ1

(p,write, as) →∗ undeterminate since the pair (write, as) is not in the list of permis-
sions or prohibitions of the category unknown to which the principal belongs.

We consider now the evaluation of the request locally to site π2.
We have parπ2

(p,write, as)→∗ grant since p is indeed an employee of the organisation
and as such has access to the shared agenda. Thus finally the request of principal p to
edit the section s of the agenda will be granted

authorised(p,write, as, π1, π2)→∗ fauth(UG, undeterminate, grant)→∗ grant

Note that the same principal may belong to different categories as the system evolves
(as in the McLean model [53], where the principal’s category depends on the current
accesses at a given moment). The specific function pca should be designed to reflect this;
for instance, as in Example 5.1, pca could inspect the history of events in the system
(accesses in this case) to compute a category for the principal.

6. Policy Analysis: Proving Properties of Policies

An access control model defined as an instance of the metamodel provides a notion of
category and the corresponding definitions of the relations between categories, between
principal and categories and between categories and permissions. An access control policy
can then be defined in terms of the chosen access control model.

Specifying access control policies via term rewriting systems, which have a formal
semantics, has the advantage that this representation admits the possibility of proving
properties of policies, and this is essential for policy acceptability [56]. Rewriting prop-
erties, such as confluence (which implies the unicity of normal forms) and termination
(which implies the existence of normal forms for all terms), may be used to demonstrate
satisfaction of essential properties of policies, such as consistency. More specifically, we
are interested in the following properties of access control policies.

Totality : Each access request from a principal p to perform an action a on a resource
r receives an answer (e.g., grant, deny, undeterminate).

Consistency : For each access request from a principal p to perform an action a on a
resource r at most one result can be obtained.

Soundness and Completeness: For any p ∈ P, a ∈ A, r ∈ R, an access request by p
to perform the action a on r is granted if and only if p belongs to a category c such that
c ⊆ c′ and c′ has the permission (a, r).

Totality and consistency can be proved, for policies defined as rewrite systems, by
checking that the rewrite relation generated by the rules used in a specific instance of the
metamodel is confluent and terminating. Termination ensures that all access requests
produce a result (e.g. a result that is not grant or deny is interpreted as undeterminate)
and confluence ensures that this result is unique. The soundness and completeness of
a policy can be checked by analysing the normal forms of access requests. Sufficient
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completeness of the rewrite rules (a property that ensures that each operation is defined
on all valid inputs) guarantees that the normal forms are of the right form [42].

Confluence and termination of rewriting are undecidable properties in general, but
there are several sufficient conditions for these properties to hold. We define next a con-
dition that will be used to prove that policy specifications defined as first-order instances
of the metamodel satisfy the properties we are interested in.

Definition 6.1 (Safe system). A rewrite system R is safe if

1. R is non-overlapping;
2. R is a constructor system;
3. if a rewrite rule in R defines a recursive function f, then the right-hand side is

built out of variables, constructors, previously defined functions, or recursive calls
to f on arguments which are smaller (with respect to a well founded ordering, e.g.
subterm) than the ones in its left-hand side.

Conditions 1. and 2. in the definition of safe systems are natural: they require func-
tions to be defined by cases on data constructors that do not overlap. They are standard
conditions in functional programs. Condition 3. will be used to ensure termination [39].
We will show that to ensure that a policy specification obtained as an instance of the
metamodel is consistent and total it is sufficient to check that the rules defining specific
functions satisfy the safeness conditions. All the examples given in this paper satisfy
these conditions.

Theorem 6.2. Assume R defines an access control policy as an instance of the meta-
model, using the rules in Table 1 with additional, specific rules satisfying the safeness
conditions. Then, R is terminating and confluent.

Proof 6.3. 1. Termination: First, observe that using the metamodel the full defi-
nition of the policy can be seen as a hierarchical rewrite system, where the basis
includes the set of constants identifying the main entities in the model (e.g., princi-
pals, categories, etc.) as well as the set of auxiliary basic data (such as Booleans and
numbers) and functions on them (if-then-else, and). The next level in the hierarchy
includes all the auxiliary functions on lists (such as append) and the parameter
functions of the model, that is, the specific functions pca, arca, barca, above, below,
∈. The functions arca∗, barca∗, and fauth form the next level, followed by the def-
inition of the function par. Finally the last level of the hierarchy consists of the
definition of the function authorised.
Several sufficient conditions for termination of rewrite systems defined as a hier-
archical union of rules are available. For instance, we can use the following modu-
larity result: a hierarchical term rewriting system is terminating if the basis of the
hierarchy is terminating and non-duplicating (i.e., rules do not duplicate variables
in the right-hand side) and in the next levels of the hierarchy the recursive func-
tions are defined, using previously defined functions, by rules that satisfy a general
scheme of recursion, where recursive calls on the right-hand sides of rules are made
on subterms of the left-hand side and there are no mutually recursive functions [39].
The rules given in Table 1 satisfy the required conditions (notice that the functions
par and authorised are not recursive), and the assumption of safeness ensures the
latter condition is satisfied for the additional rules used in a specific instance of the
metamodel. We conclude that the system is terminating.
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2. To prove confluence, first note that the rules defining generic functions in Table 1
are non-overlapping, and the same holds for specific functions by the safeness as-
sumption. Moreover, since the sets of generic and specific functions are disjoint,
and the patterns are constructor terms, there are no critical pairs in the system, and
therefore the system is locally confluent. Termination and local confluence imply
confluence, by Newman’s Lemma [54].

Confluence can also be obtained in other ways. For instance, orthogonal systems are
confluent, as shown by Klop [47].

Corollary 6.4. Assume R defines an access control policy as an instance of the meta-
model, using the generic rules in Table 1 and additional, specific rules satisfying the
safeness conditions. Then, every term has a unique normal form.

As a consequence of the unicity of normal forms, the policy specification is consistent.

Property 6.5 (Consistency). Assume R defines an access control policy as an in-
stance of the metamodel, using the generic rules in Table 1 and additional, specific rules
satisfying the safeness conditions. It is not possible to derive, from R, both grant and
deny for a request authorised(p, a, r, s1, . . . , sn).

Proof 6.6. Follows from Corollary 6.4.

We give next a precise characterisation of the normal forms of access requests.

Proposition 6.7. Assuming the specific functions used in an instance of the metamodel
(specific versions of pca, arca, barca, above, below, fauth) are well-defined (i.e., their
evaluation produces a result provided the arguments are valid; for instance, the evaluation
of a ground term pca(p) results in a list of categories for any principal p, above(c) and
below(c) produce lists of categories for any category c, arca(c) and barca(c) produce lists
of pairs (a, r), fauth produces a result in Auth), then the normal form of a ground term
authorised(p, a, r, s1, . . . , sn) where p ∈ P, a ∈ A, r ∈ R, s1, . . . , sn ∈ S, is in Auth.

Proof 6.8. It follows from the fact that the function par produces the expected result if
pca, arca, barca, above, below are well defined.

The evaluation of authorised(p, a, r, s1, . . . , sn) relies on par and fauth, also well defined
by assumption; it returns a result in Auth.

As a consequence, our specification of the access control policy is total.

Property 6.9 (Totality). Assuming the specific functions used in an instance of the
metamodel (specific versions of pca, arca, barca, above, below, fauth) satisfy the safeness
condition and are well-defined (i.e., the evaluation of a ground term pca(p) results in
a category for any principal p, and similarly for the other functions, as described in
Prop. 6.7), each request authorised(p, a, r, s1, . . . , sn) receives an answer in Auth.

Proof 6.10. Follows from Proposition 6.7 and Theorem 6.2.

For instance, the policies defined in the examples in this paper (e.g. see examples in
Section 5) are consistent and total.

Soundness and Completeness are also easy to check for the examples.
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Property 6.11 (Soundness and Completeness). The policies specified by first-order
systems in all the previous examples are sound and complete. More precisely, for any
p ∈ P, a ∈ A, and r ∈ R, s1, . . . , sn ∈ S:

1. authorised(p, a, r, s1, . . . , sn) →∗ grant if and only if p belongs to a category c such
that there exists a category c′ below c that has the access privilege a on r.

2. authorised(p, a, r, s1, . . . , sn) →∗ deny if and only if p belongs to a category c such
that there exists a category c′ above c for which the access privilege a on r is
forbidden.

Proof 6.12. We check that (1) holds by inspecting the rewrite rules in the examples.
Then, since arca∗s(below(pcas(p))) ∩ barca∗s(above(pcas(p))) = ∅ for any p by axiom (e1)
(see Definition 4.1), we deduce (2).

7. Adding Higher-Order Features to the Specification Language

In addition to the standard set operators presented in Section 5, we can model pow-
erful policy combination operators by means of higher-order functions. This allows us to
conveniently express a wide range of combinations in a uniform setting. For example, we
can model the restriction, template and override operators defined in [23, 61]. Restriction
constrains the application of a policy to the requests satisfying certain conditions. Tem-
plates are used to define partially specified policies, that can be completed by supplying
the missing parameters. Override replaces a part of a policy with a fragment of a second
policy. The portion to be replaced is specified using a third policy.

The override operator can be expressed using a combination of the Union (U), Sub-
straction (−) and Intersection (I) operators of Section 5, obtaining an expression of the
form (a1 − a3)UG(a2Ia3), where ai is the access control answer returned by the policy i
(see [16] for more details). We are able to model the expression above, and any other
expression mixing the mentioned operators, by introducing in the specification language
a (higher-order) function f which encodes the structure of the policy combinator we want
to specify and contains variables that will be instantiated by the actual policy parameters
at run-time (by β-reduction).

Formally, we introduce in the metamodel a rule that we call Ho-Auth:

Ho-Auth hoAuth(f, p, a, r, s1, . . . , sn) → f s1 . . . sn p a r

where the variable f will be instantiated by a λ-abstraction of the form λs′p′a′r′.e: the
bound variables s′ represent the sites s1, . . . , sn involved in the evaluation, p′, a′, r′ are
variables to be instantiated by the actual parameters of the access request, that is the
principal, the action and the resource, and e is a term specifying how the local policies
are combined (in order to evaluate correctly, the term that instantiates f should not
have free variables, that is, only s′, p′, a′, r′ may occur free in e, and when applied to the
actual parameters of the access request it must have as normal form an authorisation
answer in Auth). We give examples below.

This additional expressive power allows us to generalise the Aut rule. We recall that
in a completely distributed system, every local policy specifies its own Aut rule as well
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as the way combinations with external policies have to be performed. This means that,
for a site s, we may have

authorised(p, a, r, s1, . . . , sn) → fauth(op, pars1(p, a, r), . . . , parsn(p, a, r))
or
→ hoAuth(f, p, a, r, s1, . . . , sn)

For example, to specify the override operator for the policies local to sites s1, s2, s3, we
use f = λs1s2s3p

′a′r′.e where e = fauth(UG, e1, e2) with
e1 = fauth(−, pars1(p′, a′, r′), pars3(p′, a′, r′)), and
e2 = (fauth(I, pars2(p′, a′, r′), pars3(p′, a′, r′)).
An example of application of this higher-order extension of the metamodel is given

next.

Example 7.1. (Shared agenda continued)
Recall Eample 5.2 and suppose now that the organisation adopts a specific Bell-Lapadula
policy on the agenda a, maintained on a server ν. Consider the request of editing the
agenda by the principal p. In this case, p has to be an employee of the organisation to
access the agenda (as in Example 5.2) and moreover p must respect the “no read up” and
“write only at the subject level” rules of the Bell-Lapadula policy in order to edit it. Thus,
we have to compose three policies, the two departmental policies plus the agenda policy.
Next, we will denote the term fauth(UG, parπ1

(p,write, as), parπ2
(p,write, as)) (which eval-

uates to grant, as seen in Example 5.2) by Adep.
We will use the higher-order extension of the metamodel to meet the requirements of

this distributed scenario. At the local level, we have a Bell-Lapadula policy implemented
in site ν. Assume we have three different levels (top-secret, secret and public) and three
different sections of the agenda ts, s and p that can be modified according to the category
associated to the principal. The privileges depend thus on the secrecy level:

arcaν(top secret)→ [(read, ats), (write, ats), (read, as), (read, ap), ]
barcaν(top secret)→ [(write, as), (write, ap)]
. . .
arcaν(public)→ [(write, ap), (read, ap), ]
barcaν(public)→ [(write, as), (write, ats), (read, as), (read, ats)]

Assume p is assigned to the public level by pcaν(p) → [public], and asks for editing a
section as in the agenda.

The request evaluation starts by calling the authorised function local to the site where
the request is issued. The reduction goes as follows, where f is the λ-term using the
operator UD to combine the previous Adep result with the Bell-Lapadula policy result.

authorised(p,write, as, π1, π2, ν)→∗ hoAuth(f, p,write, as, π1, π2, ν)
→∗ fauth(UD, parν(p,write, as), Adep)→∗ fauth(UD, parν(p,write, as), grant)

We consider now the evaluation of the request which is performed locally to site ν. We
have parν(p,write, as)→∗ deny since the pair (write, as) is in the list of prohibitions of the
category public to which the principal belongs. Thus finally the access to principal p at
the secret section of the agenda will be denied:

authorised(p,write, as, π1, π2, ν)→∗ fauth(UD, deny, grant)→∗ deny
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Example 7.2. (Distributed DEBAC continued)
We show now that the higher-order features we added to our framework allow us to fully
express the Distributed DEBAC model. In Example 5.1, we have seen how central and
local evaluation of Distributed DEBAC can be simulated using the (Auth) rule of the
metamodel. We treated the case where site identifiers are given explicitly, or through
terms reducing to a site identifier in S. The new higher-order features allow us to spec-
ify in the metamodel the full Distributed DEBAC approach that simplifies maintenance
operations by using a (higher-order) function Get and a placeholder ”�” instead of a
particular function in the right-hand side of the rule defining categ (as detailed in [18]).
Before the evaluation of the function pca, placeholders are automatically replaced by call-
ing the function Get. Get takes as parameters an event and a site, and returns a (list of)
λ-term(s) containing the information on the functions to call with the appropriate site
identifier. Using this approach, in Example 5.1 we would have:

pca(p)→ categ(p, h)
categ(p, nil)→ [Client]
categ(p, cons(event(e, p, buyInsurance, t), h))→
if averagebalance(account(p)) > 10000 and � (p, today)
then [Loyal-Client] else [Client]

and a Get function defined in the central site ς including the rule

Get(buyInsurance, π)→ [λxy.notBlackListedµ(x, y)]

which evaluates to the same definition of the rule categ as in Example 5.1. Here we
are calling Get from site π to obtain the function needed to deal with the event associated
to p buying an insurance.

8. Policy Analysis: Higher-Order Operators

As mentioned in Section 6, an access control policy must satisfy certain criteria to be
“acceptable”. For example, it should provide answers for all requests from principals to
perform actions on resources, and it should not produce contradictory answers, i.e., the
policy should be consistent. A key observation is that in a terminating rewriting system
each term has a normal form and in a confluent system this normal form is unique. Thus,
in Section 6 we derived sufficient conditions for consistency and totality of the policy from
sufficient conditions for confluence and termination of the rewriting system defining the
policy.

In this section we give sufficient conditions to obtain the required properties of poli-
cies specified as instances of the metamodel using the higher-order framework described
above.

We first remark that the rewrite rules used to specify the functions of the metamodel
(see Table 1) are non-overlapping and have linear, algebraic left-hand sides. In other
words, the rules defining the generic functions do not reuse variables in the left-hand side,
and all functions are defined by cases on constructors, without superpositions. Left-linear
and non-overlapping rules are confluent, even in the case of higher-order rewrite systems,
as proved by Klop (see, for instance, [47]). Thus, we can give a sufficient condition for
confluence derived from Klop’s orthogonality theorem.
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Theorem 8.1. If the specific functions in a policy obtained as an instance of the meta-
model are defined using left-linear rules satisfying the safeness conditions 1. and 2. (see
Definition 6.1), then the TRSλ defining the policy is confluent.

Proof 8.2. Since the patterns in the left-hand sides are constructor terms, there are no
superpositions between generic and specific rules. Moreover, by inspection of the rules, it
is easy to see that the generic rules do not overlap. The specific ones are non-overlapping
by assumption, so the union of the two sets of rules is left-linear and non-overlapping,
therefore confluent. We can now deduce that the whole policy, including the β-rule, is
confluent, because it is defined by an orthogonal system [47].

As a consequence, the policy defined by the TRSλ is consistent.
We can derive sufficient conditions for termination of policies using those given in [16]

for policies defined via typeable TRSλ. The idea is to ensure termination by requiring two
properties of the rewrite system: typeability and a safe form of recursion, inspired by the
primitive recursive scheme. Typeability will be checked by means of a type assignment
system.

The type assignment system given below is based on the system defined in [6] using
intersection types. Intersection type systems are formal systems for assigning types to
untyped terms, using a set of type inference rules. They were originally devised for the
λ-calculus [30]. In our examples, the use of intersection types is not essential, but it
allows more terms to be typed.

Definition 8.3 (Types). Let Sorts be a set of names of domains, and V be a set of
type variables. The set T∧S of types is inductively defined as follows:

• Constant types (sorts): If s ∈ Sorts then s ∈ T∧S .

• Type variables: If ϕ ∈ V then ϕ ∈ T∧S .

• Arrow types: If σ, τ ∈ T∧S then σ → τ ∈ T∧S .

• Intersection types: If σ, τ ∈ T∧S then σ ∧ τ ∈ T∧S .

A type is algebraic if it contains neither ∧ nor type variables. We denote by TS the set
of algebraic types.

We will consider types modulo associativity, commutativity and idempotency of the
type operator ∧; as usual → associates to the right.

Definition 8.4 (Basis). Let t be a term in Tλ(F ,X ). A statement is an expression of
the form t : σ where σ ∈ T∧S ; t is the subject of the statement.

A basis (the set of assumptions a statement depends on) is a set of statements with
only variables as subjects. Moreover there are no two statements with the same subject.
If x does not occur in the basis B then B, x : σ denotes the basis B ∪ {x : σ}. A basis is
algebraic if all the types occurring in it are so.

A set Ax of axiom statements for Fλ is a set of statements of the form

Ax = {f : σ1 → . . .→ σn → σ | f ∈ Fλ − {Ap}, arity(f) = n, σ1, . . . , σn, σ ∈ TS}
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Table 2: Type inference rules

Var B, x:σ `∧Ax x : σ F B `∧Ax ti : σi(1 ≤ i ≤ n)

B `∧Ax f(t1, . . . , tn) : σ
if f : σ1 → . . .→ σn → σ ∈ Ax

(→I)
B, x:σ `∧Ax t : τ

B `∧Ax λx.t : σ → τ
(→E)

B `∧Ax t : σ → τ B `∧Ax u : σ

B `∧Ax (tu) : τ

(∧I)
B `∧Ax t : σ B `∧Ax t : τ

B `∧Ax t : σ ∧ τ
(∧E)

B `∧Ax t : σ ∧ τ
B `∧Ax t : σ

Definition 8.5. A term t ∈ Tλ(F ,X ) is typeable with respect to a set Ax of axiom
statements for Fλ if there exists a basis B and a type σ such that B `∧Ax t:σ is derivable by
means of the inference rules given in Table 2, which include an axiom for variables (V ar)
and standard inference rules for applications (→E), λ-abstractions (→I) and functional
terms (F), as well as rules to introduce and eliminate intersections (rules (∧I) and (∧E),
respectively; only one rule is given for (∧E) since we are working modulo commutativity
of intersection).

We express the fact that it is possible to derive B `∧Ax t:σ by simply stating B `∧Ax t:σ.

Definition 8.6. A rewrite rule l → r is typeable with respect to a set Ax of axiom
statements for Fλ if there is an algebraic basis Al and an algebraic type σ such that
Al `∧Ax l : σ and Al `∧Ax r : σ.

We show next that the generic rewrite rules of the metamodel (see Table 1) are
typeable.

Proposition 8.7. The generic rewrite rules (both in the first-order and higher-order
versions) are typeable assuming:

• The set Sorts has sorts P,A,R,S for principals, actions, resources, and sites,
respectively, together with sorts C for categories, Auth for authorisation results
and Bool for Booleans. We denote by [C] the sort of lists of categories, and by
[Pair] the sort of lists of pairs of (action,resource).

• Ax includes the following declarations (note that we do not consider polymorphic
function symbols in this paper, so we distinguish the constructors for lists of cate-
gories and lists of pairs):
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deny, grant, undeterminate : Auth
par : P → A → R→ Auth
arca∗, barca∗ : [C]→ [Pair]
nilC : [C]
consC : C → [C]→ [C]
consPair : Pair → [Pair]→ [Pair]
nilPair : [Pair]
append : [Pair]→ [Pair]→ [Pair]
above, below : [C]→ [C]
∈: Pair → [Pair]→ Bool
ifthenelse : Bool→ Auth→ Auth→ Auth
pca : P → [C]
arca, barca : C → [Pair]
authorised : P → A → R→ S → Auth

Proof 8.8. We need to show that for each rewrite rule, there exists an algebraic basis
such that both the left and right-hand sides of the rule are typeable with the same algebraic
type. We show the case of par:

First, using rule (F),

p : P, a : A, r : R `∧Ax par(p, a, r) : Auth

since we have par : P → A → R → Auth ∈ Ax. It remains to prove that the right-hand
side of the rewrite rule defining par also has type Auth in this basis. Since ifthenelse :
Bool→ Auth→ Auth→ Auth ∈ Ax, it boils down to proving

p : P, a : A, r : R `∧Ax (a, r)∈ arca∗(below(pca(p))) : Bool
and
p : P, a : A, r : R `∧Ax (a, r)∈ barca∗(above(pca(p))) : Bool.
We derive the type for the first one as follows (the other is similar). Since the

basis includes a : A, r : R, the first argument of ∈ is of type Pair as expected; we show
that the second argument is of type [Pair] and we are done (using again rule F , since
∈: Pair → [Pair]→ Bool ∈ Ax):

p : P, a : A, r : R `∧Ax p : P

p : P, a : A, r : R `∧Ax pca(p) : [C]

p : P, a : A, r : R `∧Ax below(pca(p)) : [C]

arca∗(below(pca(p))) : [Pair]

In [6], it is shown that the rewriting relation generated by typeable rules is terminating
over typeable terms if the rewrite rules satisfy a general scheme of recursion. This is a
restricted form of recursion, inspired by the primitive recursion scheme, which allows us
to define recursive functions using rewrite rules where the recursive calls (in the right-
hand side) are made on subterms of the arguments used in the left-hand side of the rule.
We recall the general recursive scheme below. The notation l[x] generalises the subterm
notation t[u]p (see Section 2.1): it represents a sequence of algebraic terms of the form
li[xi1]pi1 . . . [xin]pin , where xi1, . . . , xin are the variables occurring in li.
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Definition 8.9 (General scheme of recursion). (i) A rewrite rule l → r satisfies
the general schema if it is of the form

f(l[x], y)→ v[f(q1[x], y), . . . , f(qm[x], y)]

where x and y are sequences of variables and

1. x ∈ y if x is a variable of arrow type,

2. f does not appear in the sequences of terms l, q1, . . . , qm, and its occurrences
in v are only the ones explicitly indicated,

3. l, q1, . . . , qm are terms with variables only in x,

4. ∀i ∈ {1..m}, qi �mul l where � denotes strict subterm ordering and �mul its
multiset extension, defined as usual.

(ii) A TRSλ satisfies the general schema if each rewrite rule satisfies the general schema
and there are no mutually recursive functions.

Proposition 8.10. The generic rewrite rules (both in the first-order and higher-order
versions) satisfy the general scheme of recursion.

Proof 8.11. By inspection of the rewrite rules defining par, arca∗, barca∗, authorised in
Table 1. The auxiliary functions (append, ∈, etc.) used in the generic rules are also
defined by rules that satisfy the general scheme of recursion.

Theorem 8.12. If the specific rules defining the specific functions pca, arca, barca,
above, below, and the first-order or higher-order versions of the Fauth rule in a pol-
icy are typeable and, when combined with the generic rules, yield a TRSλ that satisfies
the general scheme of recursion, then the reduction relation associated to the policy is
terminating on typeable terms.

Proof 8.13. The assumptions together with Proposition 8.7 and 8.10, imply that the
full set of rewrite rules is typeable and satisfies the general scheme of recursion, thus
termination follows from [6].

As a consequence, we obtain a sufficient condition for totality of the policy defined
by the TRSλ.

Property 8.14 (Totality). Assume the TRSλ defining a policy as an instance of the
metamodel satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 8.12. If the specific functions of this
instance as well as the combination operators (defined via fauth, or using a λ-abstraction f
in hoAuth) are well defined (i.e., their evaluation produces a result provided the arguments
are valid; for instance, the evaluation of a ground term pca(p) results in a list of categories
for any principal p, arca(c) and barca(c) produce lists of pairs (a, r), fauth produces a result
in Auth, the λ-abstraction f produces an authorisation answer when applied to given
arguments), then the evaluation of a ground term of the form authorised(p, a, r, s1, . . . , sn)
where p ∈ P, a ∈ A, r ∈ R, s1, . . . , sn ∈ S results in a normal form in Auth.

Correctness and completeness of the policy are in general easy to check once the
totality and consistency properties have been proved for the specific instance of the
metamodel under consideration.
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It is important to note that the proofs of the properties above do not have to be
generated by a security administrator; rather, the properties demonstrate that conditions
on specific functions in a TRSλ ensure the consistency and totality of the corresponding
policy. Tools such as CiME [29] or the Maude Sufficient Completeness Checker [42] could
be used to help checking properties of the first-order rewrite rules. As for higher-order
policies verification, type systems similar to the one discussed in this section, but without
intersection types, are available in most modern functional programming languages. A
prototype for automated analysis of first-order access control policies in the (distributed)
meta-model M is presented in [22]. This work describes a Java application with a
user-friendly interface for helping the policy designer in the specification of the policy.
Automatic checks, e.g. for consistency and totality, are then performed by calling in a
transparent way the CiME rewrite tool.

9. Related Work

Term rewriting has been used to model a variety of problems in security, from the
analysis of security protocols (see, for example, [12, 37, 60]) to the definition of policies
for controlling information leakage [36]. On access control specifically, Koch et al. [48]
use graph transformation rules to formalise RBAC, and more recently, [10, 59, 21] use
term rewrite rules to model particular access control models and to express access control
policies. Our work addresses similar issues to [10, 48, 59, 21], but is based on a notion
of a metamodel of access control from which various models can be derived, instead of
formalising a specific model such as RBAC or DEBAC. A related approach to policy
composition via rewriting is described in [35], where reduction strategies are used to
combine the rewrite rules specifying individual policies. In our metamodel, we specify
policy integration giving a rewriting semantics to the composition operators. Moreover,
we can deal with incomplete policy specifications, where some components are not known
a priori, using the higher-order functional operators. Some of our operators to combine
policies are inspired by those of Bonatti et al. [23]; but, unlike [23], our policy model
supports both positive and negative authorisations stating permissions as well as denials,
and also partially defined policies where the outcome of an access request can be grant,
deny, or undeterminate. This allows us to define more general compositions, in particular
when the individual policies contain contradictory information, e.g. like in XACML
policy combining algorithms.

Many works exist about policy specification using logic programming (see e.g. [15, 11,
34, 44]). The term rewriting approach has similar attractions to the (C)LP approaches.
Moreover, in contrast to these approaches, our proposal does not require that the syn-
tactic restriction to access policies that are locally stratified [5] be adopted (to ensure
the existence of a categorical semantics and thus unambiguous access control policies).
Also, general policy-composition operators can be concisely specified using higher-order
rewrite rules (see for instance Example 7.1).

Several proposals for general models and languages for access control have already
been described in the literature. Abadi et al [1] ABLP logic also provides a formal
framework for reasoning about a wide range of features of access control. The focus in
ABLP logic is on language constructs for formulating access control policies and axioms
and inference rules for defining a system for proof, e.g., for proving authorised forms
of access. In contrast, our category-based approach is based on common aspects of
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access control, from which core functions are identified, and emphasises the use of term
rewriting techniques to derive properties of the policies. Li et al.’s RT family of role-
trust models [50] provides a general framework for defining access control policies, which
can be specialised for defining specific policy requirements (in terms of credentials). The
category-based metamodel, however, can be instantiated to include concepts like times,
events, actions and histories that may be used to specify principal-category assignments,
but which are not included as elements of RT .

More recently, in [9] a general access control model and a logic-based specification lan-
guage are presented. Even if the model incorporates the notion of site like our distributed
metamodel, the emphasis is on the expressivity of the model and not on (distributed)
access request evaluation. Moreover, the issue of combinations of different policies is
not addressed. In [41] the authors propose a formal generic definition of access control
models, but their focus is on comparison of well-known models rather than on combining
those models into a uniform framework where composition of policies may be performed,
based on a sound semantics.

On the distributed aspect, decentralised systems are studied in [13], where the authors
propose the constraint logic programming language SecPal. Inspired by this work, the
DKAL authorisation language was proposed, based on existential fixed-point logic. In
our approach, we focus on the definition of a general metamodel suitable for distributed
systems rather than on the design of a specification language, but we give an operational
semantics for the metamodel which can be instantiated further to derive specific access
control models and policies.

In [49, 58], the authors deal with group-centric secure information sharing, where
users and information come together in groups to facilitate sharing. This work is related
to ours, since it specifies how to secure information access in a distributed scenario.
However in [49] the emphasis is on specifying temporal and coupling interactions between
users and their group(s). The authors consider for instance membership relations, since
users may join, leave and re-join one or more groups. These aspects are not developed
specifically in this paper, but following the idea of distributed-DEBAC in Example 5.1,
the event history could be used to specify a similar requirements, based on the history
of accesses (seen as events).

The notion of Federated Systems can also be related to our work. In [46, 32] local
systems evolving independently cooperate in a distributed architecture called federation.
In our model, we can simulate this behaviour specifying local sets of registered users and
defining rules for treating requests from external users at the federation level (associated
to a remote site).

10. Conclusions and Further Work

We have given a rewrite-based specification of a metamodel of access control that
is based on common, core concepts of access control models. The rewriting approach
can be used to give a formal semantics to policies in the case of both centralised and
distributed computer systems. Rewrite rules provide a declarative specification of access
control policies that facilitates the task of proving properties of policies. Also, term
rewriting rules provide an executable specification of the access control policy. A first-
order rewriting system can be transformed into a MAUDE program simply by adding
type declarations for the function symbols and variables used and by making minor
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syntactical changes [28, 59]. Policies defined by higher-order rewriting systems can be
directly implemented in a functional language [17].

In future work, we will investigate the design of languages for policy specification
and the practical implementation of category-based policies. It would be interesting
to see how aspect-oriented techniques apply to this case (work in this direction has
been reported in [31], where the authors discuss weaving rewrite-based policies into Java
programs). We also aim to develop a tool, by improving the prototype proposed in [22],
for helping users and policy administrators to state and prove automatically properties
of policy specifications. On a more theoretical level, it would be interesting to study
an abstract, modular set of sufficient conditions for totality and consistency of policies
defined by composition of individual policies.
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